COOKIES POLICY
This Site uses cookies. This Cookies policy (hereinafter – the Cookies Policy) is an integral and inseparable part of the Site Usage Policy and forms a part of the
contract concluded between the User and FL Technics. Please be informed that the definitions used herein shall have the meaning in the Site Usage Policy and/or
Privacy Policy unless explicitly provided otherwise.
This Cookies Policy is effective as of 2016-11-10.

1.

DEFINITIONS
“Cookie”, also known as a web cookie, browser cookie and HTTP cookie, shall mean a small text document with unique identification number which is transferred
from this Site to User’s computer’s hard drive. A Cookie can be used for authentication of a User, storing site preferences, shopping cart contents, the identifier for
a server-based session, or anything else that can be accomplished through storing text data.
“Web beacons” shall mean small bits of code embedded in web pages or in emails.

2.
2.1.

PURPOSE OF COOKIES
FL Technics uses Cookies and Web beacons to provide the User with a richer and more personalized User experience while using the Site, as well as
due to other reasons. These technologies help FL Technics understand the User’s behaviour better, facilitate and measure the effectiveness of our Site Services,
advertisements and web searches, analyze trends and improve the quality of the Site.
2.2.
FL Technics shall not be held responsible for the content of third party external websites which may or may not set Cookies.

3.

NOTICE TO USER AND GAINING USER‘S CONSENT
When you enter this Site for the first time, a banner will appear at the top of your screen notifying you that FL Technics uses the Cookies outlined in this Cookies
Policy below. The banner will ask if you agree on saving the Cookies on your device. Should you agree or disagree, FL Technics will place a Cookie on your
computer to record your choice. The notification banner will not appear on your screen on future visits to the Site but the option to remove Cookies is open to the
User at any time, through your browser settings.

4.
4.1.
4.2.

HOW TO CHANGE COOKIE SETTINGS
You can manage your Cookies settings using “Help” function on your web browser.
You can change your browsing settings so that Cookies are not accepted. Should you choose to remove any or all of the Cookies, please note that use of
the Site may be affected by the removal of Cookies and if the computer that you disable Cookies on is a shared facility, this removal will affect all users using the
computer.

5.

MORE INFORMATION ON COOKIES
You may find more information about Cookies at www.allaboutcookies.org, which gives details on how to delete Cookies from your device.

6.
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7. CONTACT
To report a violation of the Cookies Policy, to submit a question or in case of necessity of assistance regarding the Cookies Policy or practices, please contact FL
Technics Customer Support Service as follows:
Email: info@147training.com
Phone: +370 5 252 5015

